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The One Thing You Need to Build a Thriving Community: A Big Purpose

A Big Purpose is the motivation for your community, online course, or membership. It’s

the reason why your “Ideal Members,” or the people who need your community the most

right now, will show up, join, pay, engage, contribute, and build relationships with other

members as they move towards the results and transformation that they want in their lives.

Your Big Purpose is an essential ingredient in creating and growing a thriving community so

valuable you can charge for it, and so well-designed it basically runs itself (which, by the way,

is our own Big Purpose at Mighty Networks).

The best Big Purposes are exciting, specific, and speak to the lives and motivations of
your Ideal Members. Capturing and promoting a successful Big Purpose is the difference

between growing a thriving community where members want to both contribute and invite
other members versus leaving you struggling for engagement.

A Successful Big Purpose Follows a Proven Formula

A Big Purpose follows a specific sentence formula designed to attract the right people to

your community as quickly and effortlessly as possible.

This sentence has been successfully used by 8,000 of our Community Design™ Accelerator

graduates, and it goes like this:

I/We bring together ________[your Ideal Member with a transition]________________

to _________[the bridge, or the activities your members will do together]____________,

So that we can ________________[achieve the results we want] __________________________.

This is one powerful formula. It’s living, breathing, and leaves room to iterate and chance.

There’s only one problem with it.

As straightforward as this is, it still may be hard to get specific enough for the right members

to find you and quickly understand if your community is for them.

While the sentence gets you close, it’s also still too easy to be too general.
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So, a few months ago, we asked ourselves, “how could we guarantee a Host can find and
capture a Big Purpose that people want to join?”

After a ton of experimentation, a lot of trial and error, and one big breakthrough, we’ve

figured out an even easier way to get a fantastic Big Purpose people want to join and be a part

of.

The Breakthrough Strategy for a Better Big Purpose

Here’s the three step, breakthrough strategy for guaranteeing a Big Purpose that people want

to join:

Step 1: Focus on a Transition

Your Ideal Members—or the people most likely to join a community, take an online course, or

sign up for a membership—are people looking to enjoy, create, or master something new in

their lives.

Focusing on a transition, or the process or period of people changing from one state to

another, is the single easiest way to find people motivated to join and contribute to your

community.

By starting with a transition to define your Ideal Member, you can more clearly see who your

community will bring together, and how they are the people who need your community the

most right now. This is the first section of the Big Purpose formula.

Step 2: Define Results

Once you have your transition, skip to the end of your Big Purpose to define the results.

These are the things someone in your transition wants to get. They might include building

better habits or practices, finding amazing artists to collaborate with, navigating work to

build a successful career, making decisions that will lead to better health, or mastery of an

all-consuming interest.

This is the “so that we can” finale to the Big Purpose formula. While it’s out of order, it makes

things so much easier to move from transition to results as you build your Big Purpose.

Now an Ideal Member can quickly find you by their transition and see the promise of your

community by the results they will be able to achieve.
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The only remaining step now is to capture the activities that members in your community or

courses are going to do together to move from their transition to the results they want. This

is the “to” line of your Big Purpose.

Step 3: Choose Your Bridge

In this breakthrough approach, we call the activities in your community bridges. Why?

Because what you do in your community “bridges” your Ideal Member from the transition

they want to undertake and the results they want tomorrow.

While there are an unlimited number of transitions, the results and bridges are relatively

universal, so you can literally copy and paste the ones that resonate with you and your Ideal

Member.

How to Use the Rest of This Guide

Now that you have the breakthrough formula for getting to a successful Big Purpose, the

rest of this guide is designed for you to build your own in one of two ways:

1. See so many examples of specific transitions, results, and the bridges that get you

there that you know exactly how to take the next step in creating a thriving

community.

2. Literally copy and paste any of the example transitions, results, or bridges shared here

to make your own Big Purpose. We’re serious. This is designed for you to mix and

match to make your own.

Here’s a set of quick link to:

Transitions

Results

Bridges

51 Big Purpose Examples
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Transitions

Whether we’re exploring a new interest, choosing new habits, going deeper on new beliefs,

starting a new job, or embarking on a journey of self-discovery, transitions are the ripest for

growth, connection, and community.

Here are 8 categories of transitions, 4 levels of progress, and countless examples of each—

around which you can build a thriving community, online course, or membership in 2022.

And these are only the beginning.

8 Categories of Transitions

Click on any of these categories to see examples.

New Interests Wealth

Creativity & Expression Career & Education

Lifestyle & Travel Health & Wellness

Relationships Spirituality

5 Levels of Progress

In addition to 8 Categories of Transitions, you can further filter your Ideal Member by where

they are starting in these transitions, or the 5 Levels of Progress.

Curious — Haven’t started

Beginner — Just getting started

Intermediate — Ready for the next challenge

Advanced — Around the corner from mastery

Elder — Ready to give back and build a legacy
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Transitions

New Interests

I want to  _________________________

Collect and trade obscure graphic novels
Cook the Salt Fat Acid Heat cookbook
Train on my own like a Cordon Bleu chef
Build a YouTube following for my gameplay
Bake sourdough bread
Make french pastries
Plant and grow an urban garden
Raise chickens
Freestyle street skate
Vertical skate
Backcountry ski
Build and compete in a soapbox derby
Run my first marathon
Compete in my first Spartan Race
Place in an Iron Man Competition
Snowboard
Perform magic
Navigate via the stars (astronomy)
Dance tango
Dance salsa
Speak a foreign language like _______________
Knit
Crochet
Sew
Build and race remote-controlled cars
Learn Judo
Train and compete as a boxer
Dance Capoeira
Master Jiu-Jitsu
Train in Krav Maga
Take my first Crossfit class
Master the art of Tai Chi
Learn to build my own computer/gaming PC
Sharpen my poker skills
Start a Premier League fantasy game
Master doubles tennis
Learn to play League of Legends
professionally

Build my own Tiny House
Become a Makeup Artist
Learn how to build an app
Explore the unbeaten path on a backpacking
trip
Explore fossils and the stories they tell us
Camp and canoe solo
Become a floral artist
Trail ride horses (and buy my own)
Whitewater raft
Master the art and science of sandcastles
Scuba dive
Rock climb
Windsurf
Chase storms and tornadoes
Paraglide in a tropical place
Play frisbee golf with a team
Ocean swim with confidence
Run a six minute mile
Trace my ancestry and visit their country of
origin
Golf 18 holes under par
Scale a glacier
Take a ride in a hot air balloon
Learn the skills of self-defense
Win a bake off or cook off
Become a chess master
Volunteer at an animal shelter
Volunteer at a food kitchen
Take a leap and go skydiving
Improve my crossword puzzle skills
Win at Wordle
Win a BlackJack tournament
Win a Poker tournament
Write in my journal every day for one year
Read 100 books in a year
Become a cocktail creator/mixologist
Learn an instrument
Record and produce my own music
Host a monthly supper club
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Wealth

I want to ___________________________________

Launch my first business
Generate a big entrepreneurial idea
Understand and invest in the stock market
Build generational wealth
Shift to an abundance mindset about money
Dip my toe into cryptocurrencies
Understand collecting NFTs
Save for an epic retirement
Build a well-stocked emergency fund
Align my finances & values
Double my personal income
Support my new family
Be able to live on less than I earn
Embrace a budget lifestyle
Get out of debt forever
Recover from bankruptcy
Pay off my student loans
Save for college
Start an online business
Launch an online course
Open a nail salon
Open a barbershop
Start a storefront business
Open a martial arts studio
Open a travel guide service
Get my first clients as a therapist
Invest in rental properties
Operate an AirBNB short-term rental
Launch my own veterinary practice
Open my own dog training service
Prepare to purchase commercial real estate
Prepare to buy a franchise
Build a business plan for my first business
Raise seed capital or early stage funding
Launch a crowdsourcing campaign
Hire my first employees

Save my first $1,000
Save my first $10,000
Save my first $100,000
Prepare my finances for post-graduation
Create a budget from my first job
Set earnings goals  for the next five years
Create a healthy and balanced budget
Budget for  a major purchase
Save to buy my first home
Prepare to buy an income property
Prepare finances for selling a house
Effectively teach my child(ren) about
finances
Build a budget for me and my partner
Understand how to manage my 401k as I’m
changing careers
Prepare my finances before getting married
Create a budget for expecting children
and/or blending families
Develop a good credit score
Create multiple income streams
Plan for an early retirement
Save enough for a family vacation
Save enough for a big trip
Buy a vacation home
Buy my first car
Choose benefits plans and 401k plans
Prepare my financials for an audit
Manage my tax liability
Give charitably and explore what will have
the biggest impact
Prepare my finances for a pending divorce
Dissolve a business partnership
Minimize my tax contribution
Manage finances of my aging parents
Manage ongoing healthcare expenses
Organize my will and trusts
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Career & Education

I want to ___________________________________

Choose a lucrative career path
Successfully apply to college
Successfully apply to graduate school
Successfully find my major
Write and defend my PhD
Invent something new and patent it
Start my first job as a _____________________
Have a successful first year at my new job
Change my career path and become ______
Move from my first to second job
Master team politics
Lead a team
Create persuasive presentations
Learn to successfully sell
Contribute to my first team project
Build my first team budget
Launch my first product
Define and deliver great work
Get confident in difficult conversations
Manage my first project
Manage my first team
Become a manager
Level up my skills
Plan and maximize a sabbatical
Successfully navigate a job loss
Transition from employee to entrepreneur
Transition from entrepreneur to employee
Get a promotion
Negotiate a raise
Transition back to in-person work
Shift to full-time remote work
Launch a new product or project
Land a new job
Thrive at a startup
Thrive at a nonprofit
Thrive in a big company
Transition from big company to small
Transition from small company to big

Successfully navigate to a new team or boss
Embark on a freelance career
Become my own boss
Work from anywhere
Build a powerful network of colleagues
Navigate a challenging job market
Join a board
Start a nonprofit
Build a better resume
Make a career shift at 30
Make a career shift at 40
Make a career shift at 50
Make a career shift at 60
Become a thought leader in my field
Grow my business through referrals
Hone my networking skills
Increase my productivity and efficiency
Define and get my dream job
Stop working 9-to-5
Build my personal brand
Become a mentor to someone like me
Grow a social media following
Start a small business
Start an online business
Learn how to confidently speak in public
Speak on a conference panel
Become a paid speaker for events
Get booked on podcasts for interviews
Find a better work-life balance
Prepare to study abroad
Take a gap year
Go back to school after time away
Balance working full-time & being a student
Take night school classes
Take classes in another language
Teach English in a foreign country
Find a summer job or internship
Tie my work to purpose and impact
Run for political office
Start an encore career
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Creativity & Expression

I want to ___________________________________

Create and mint an NFT collection
Collect my first NFT
Explore what’s possible with a DAO
Launch a podcast
Launch a YouTube channel
Grow a YouTube channel
Found an artist’s collective
Follow a band’s tour around the world
Go from hobbyist to professional artist
Produce my first film
Become a more confident performer
Understand crypto currencies
Perfect my standup set
Sell out my first show
Become an expert copywriter
Finish my first novel
Illustrate a comic book
Become a motivational speaker
Self-publish a book
Write my memoirs
Become an expert speechwriter
Create in social media for a living
Become an improv performer
Confidently submit my work to magazines
Run a writer’s group
Craft viral TikTok videos
Make popular memes
Learn to folk dance
Direct a play, opera, or musical
Write a play, opera, or musical
Perform in a play, opera, or musical
Form a sketch comedy troupe
Play or sing in a rock band
Silkscreen t-shirts and textiles
Become a glassblower
Weave tapestries
Perform as a spoken word artist
Craft beautiful pottery

Write my first screenplay
Learn how to play an instrument
Become a musical improviser
Become a muralist
Design my first apartment
Design my first home
Secure a literary agent
Patent a new product
Design my first prototype
Brand and market a new product
Design my first website
Refine my personal brand
Build my own custom furniture
Craft a killer portfolio
Document my family tree
Become a better interviewer
Curate my first gallery show
Design a fashion collection
Sell my first fashion collection
Become a fashion stylist
Create a zine
Design and sell jewelry
Begin collecting art
Apprentice to be a tattoo artist
Pass on an artistic skill to my child(ren)
Be a more effective art teacher
Publish a poetry chapbook
Go on tour
Find new creative collaborators
Perfect my pitch as a creative
Sustain a scrapbooking hobby
Master the art of portraiture
Build my own darkroom
Start a vlog
Start and grow a newsletter
Learn how to create my own archive
Become an art critic
Perform publicly for the first time
Self-record and mix an album
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Health & Wellness

I want to ___________________________________

Get serious about health
Better manage my stress
Try eating less meat for a month
Start eating a plant-based diet
Learn how to strength train
Find support in facing a health issue
Navigate a mysterious health issue
Improve my 5k time
Train for a marathon
Compete in a triathlon
Rehabilitate from an injury
Increase my confidence to workout in a gym
Incorporate ayurvedic routines into my day
Gain support with my disordered eating
Practice Intuitive Eating
Learn tools for shifting from a fixed to a
growth mindset
Find support in going through through
fertility treatment
Learn how to forest bathe
Gain support going through menopause
Find time to exercise when life is busy
Adopt a vitamin or supplement regimen
Learn how to deal with decreasing energy
and strength
Find solutions for accepting a changing
body with aging
Find new resources for living with diabetes
Learn how to live with a high-quantity
medication regimen
Explore a sober lifestyle
Find support for living with a mental illness
Learn how to improve my longevity
Improve my metabolism to fight weight gain
Meditate to improve the quality of my sleep
Create a sustainable meditation practice
Master and teach a specific yoga practice

Compete in my first powerlifting
competition
Connect with other fitness fanatics
Create a sustainable meditation practice
Master and teach a specific yoga practice
Increase my flexibility and mobility
Cultivate better work/life balance
Find accountability for my workout routine
Get better sleep
Learn how to trail run
Prepare for a long backpacking or hiking trip
Consistently walk 8,000 steps a day
Learn to be more present
Improve my emotional intelligence
Decrease my screen time
Develop a morning routine
Learn about breathwork
Practice a natural skincare routine
Improve my body composition
Balance my hormones for my stage of life
Support my chronic illness or disability
Start a journaling habit
Practice gratitude daily
Use self-hypnosis to manage my anxiety
Improve my gut health and microbiome
Improve my brain health
Improve my heart health
Learn how to use kettlebells
Prepare my body for pregnancy
Navigate infertility issues
Continue to exercise pre/post-natal
Transition to late-life with grace and health
Start a Keto diet
Explore intermittent fasting
Learn how to meal prep consistently
Share my vegan lifestyle with others
Detox using nutrition and clean products
Find freedom from addiction
Successfully navigate infertility
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Lifestyle & Travel

I want to ___________________________________

Take a roadtrip over 1,000 miles/km
Travel around the world with teenagers
Do an outdoor program like Outward
Bound
Get as many passport stamps as possible
Backpack abroad
Study abroad
Teach abroad
Work abroad
Live abroad
Cave dive in a foreign country
Learn multiple languages
Find a community to travel with
Start a travel blog
Start a travel business
Become a digital nomad
Become an expat
Become a travel influencer
Master using my frequent flier miles
Experience solo travel
Experience luxury travel
Travel with children
Travel with my pet
Travel for cultural immersion
Travel for health, wellness, and/or self-care
Travel on wilderness adventures
Travel with a scientific research team
Volunteer while traveling
Travel to festivals
Explore regional vineyards
Explore international cuisine
Explore the 7 wonders of the world
Start a business in a new country
Sail around the world
Walk across a country
Trek the Pacific Coast Trail
Travel to and climb a mountain peak
Travel with a carbon neutral footprint

Move to a new city
Move to a new neighborhood
Move to a new country
Move from country life to city life
Move from city life to country life
Visit a place where I don’t speak the
language
Adapt to a new culture
Adapt to a new climate
Adapt to a travel-heavy career
Work as a flight attendant
Work on a cruise ship
Visit every continent
Live on a boat
Live the van life
Travel on a budget
Recreate a famous historical journey
Visit my ancestors’ homeland
Move to an island
Exchange homes with another family
Participate in farm stay programs
Travel to WWII’s most important battles
Drink wine under the Eiffel Tower
Visit homes of favorite authors or artists
Hike Machu Picchu
Walk on a glacier
Witness the Northern Lights
Hike and raft the Grand Canyon
Live at a Buddhist temple in Asia
Participate in an archeological dig
Go on my first solo backpacking trip
Become a travel guide
Visit every National Park in the US
Run an international marathon
Explore dating abroad
Apprentice an artisan in another place
Travel to the most remote areas in the world
Become an au pair in a different country
Volunteer at a elephant sanctuary
Explore silent retreats around the world
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Relationships

I want to ___________________________________

Learn how to make new friends in a new city

Find creative collaborators online to bring

my new project to life

Explore and host a non-traditional wedding

Deeper our faith as a couple or family

Explore polyamory

Navigate online dating safely

Find other couples who are newly married

Find community with others experiencing

the loss of a close family member

Reframe time for adventure and

spontaneity in my personal relationships

Create connection and boundaries with
in-laws
Grow closer in a long-distance relationship

Learn how to date over age 30
Learn how to date over age 50
Recover and thrive after a breakup
Expand my skills to handle conflict

Create intimacy with my partner

Discover different ways to say “I love you”

Understand my love language & my

partner’s

Find new, fun ways to celebrate relationship

anniversaries

Find fresh ways to deepen connection with
my partner
Plan a big family reunion or tradition
Balance being a giver and a taker
Set goals with my partner/spouse and
achieve them together
Create a strong bond with my sibling(s) as
an adult

Build healthy relationships with my parents
Master the art of de-escalation in my
personal relationships
Learn how to speak my truth and
communicate what I need
Find the courage to come out as LGBTQIA
with family, friends, and coworkers
Prepare my family, friends, and coworkers
for a gender transition
Learn how to make friends in a new social
class
Control my competitiveness in friendships
Prepare for our wedding and married life
Navigate becoming new parents together
Build strong relationships with adopted
child(ren)
Navigate being foster parents
Adjust to the “empty nest” phase of life
Explore the possibilities of having an open
relationship/marriage
Recognize and release my codependent
tendencies
Learn how to date after the loss of a spouse
Connect with others recently divorced
Overcome the fear of intimacy
Control my jealousy in relationships
Process childhood trauma
Rebuild a relationship after a betrayal
Learn how to be less critical of my partner
Recognize the patterns of domestic,
emotional or physical abuse and seek help
Care for my aging parents
Repair difficult family dynamics
Grieve the loss of my child with others who
understand and can help
Connect with others experiencing a loss of a
partner
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Spirituality

I want to ___________________________________

Learn how to meditate
Learn breathwork
Learn yoga
Learn mindfulness
Learn how to pray
Find God
Study Islam
Study Buddhism
Study Judaism
Study Christianity
Study Hinduism
Study Confucianism
Study Taoism
Study Jainism
Study Sikhism
Convert to a different religion
Raise a child in a religious or spiritual
tradition
Learn how to effectively lead a religious
community
Study the Bible
Study the Quran
Study the Tao Te Ching
Study the Vedas and Upanishads
Study the Torah
Study Kabbalah
Find inner-peace
Get clear about my life purpose
Integrate spirituality into my daily routines
Make a pilgrimage
Start a spiritual community
Find my ikigai
Become a spiritual teacher
Learn how to deepen psychic abilities
Practice forgiveness
Practice gratitude
Learn how to manifest visions
Build a place of worship
Plant a church

Go on a vision quest
Create spiritually inspired art
Deepen my spirituality
Keep a kosher kitchen
Find spirituality through food
Host spiritual ceremonies
Learn tarot
Find spirituality in nature
Use Ayahuasca to deepen spirituality
Study noetic sciences
Create spiritual music
Do archetype work
Do shadow work
Learn about crystals
Be of service to others
Do chakra work
Become a psychic medium
Honor my ancestors in a spiritual way
Practice tea ceremonies
Practice mysticism
Practice magic
Practice stoicism
Study astrology
Learn the art of giving blessings
Be part of a spiritual book club
Practice feng shui
Learn how to grieve
Set intentions
Create labyrinths
Create mandalas
Learn how to let go
Do aikido
Do tai chi or qi gong
Do guided imagery work
Practice nonviolence
Practice positive psychology
Establish my values and live by them
Do dreamwork
Astral travel
Learn about auras
Follow the Eightfold Path
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Results

Results are why someone joins and contributes to your community, online course, or membership.
While they can get very specific, there are some basic results that people want to get during
transitions, as captured by the Big Purpose prompt, “so that we can:_______________”

Succeed at the goals we set

Successfully navigate a transition to
new heights

Do something that’s never been
done before

Define our life, career, or interests
on our own terms

Gain an understanding of our new
interests, wealth, or career path

Build new skills we didn’t think were
possible

Stay on top of a rapidly changing
environment

Celebrate and share our wins

Strengthen the relationships that
matter most

Better support the people in our
lives

Increase calm and peace, reduce
anxiety, and operate with confidence

Enjoy mastery over interests

“Level up”our career, life, or impact

Explore our curiosity and creativity

Usher in a new era of wealth,
creativity, and technology

Build an audience that gets more
valuable with each new person who
joins

Unlock a new spiritual path

Hit new levels of creativity, fame, and
fortune

Learn what makes the world tick and
wonders possible

Understand cultures beyond our
own

Become a more effective
communicator, producer, or enjoyer
of life

Advance your work, craft, or interest

Get more satisfaction out of our
relationships, work, or time

Build wealth you didn’t think was
possible

Find your voice and use it to support
the things that are most important to
you

Seize our purpose and have an
impact
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Bridges

Bridges are the activities that your Ideal Members are doing together to move from the transition
to the results that they want in their lives.

While there are a nearly infinite number of transitions, the beautiful thing about results and  bridges
are just how universal they are. In fact, there are roughly 22 bridges you can use. Here’s where you’ll
put your bridge:

I/We bring together [your Ideal Member and their transition]

to ___________YOUR BRIDGE GOES HERE_____________,

so that we can [achieve results].

“Learn, share, and grow together” is the number 1 bridge for a community. Stand out by

choosing one or more variations from the rest of this list.

Learn, share, grow together

Unlock the keys to success

Share stories, experiences, and ideas

Develop our skills and experience

Build relationships with those on our

same path

Practice new habits and make

different lifestyle choices

Put new structure and accountability

in place

Share inspiration, practical experience,

and challenges with each other

Weigh our options and make good

decisions

Generate focus, energy, and insights

Push each other forward with new

practices and habits

Define what it means to be fantastic

Become effective and confident

Shed outdated thinking

Keep focus and a sense of purpose
alive

Find the right fit, role, or practices

Reframe our mindset

Discover new experiences that open
our minds and hearts

Reach our maximum potential

Establish our core set of values

Apply new insights, technology, and
ways of doing things
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51 Big Purposes

Ready to bring all of the pieces—your Ideal Member and their transition, the results they want to
achieve, and the bridges, or actions, your community will offer to get your Ideal Member?

Here are 51, that’s right 5-1!, examples of successful Big Purposes using  our breakthrough
strategy:

1. We bring together visual artists ready to dip their toe in NFTs to understand the

basics, explore examples, and define their own path forward, so that we can make

more money from our art, strengthen our relationships with our 1,000 true fans, and

usher in a new era for art and art lovers.

2. I bring together teenagers like me hungry to make it as YouTube creators to
obsessively dissect what makes for a successful following in 2022, experiment with

techniques in our own channels, and share our results with each other, so that we
can hit new levels of recognition, fame, and fortune in pursuit of creating businesses

we absolutely love.

3. I bring together Gen Xers who want to shift to a plant-based diet to develop our skills

and experience with plant-based menus and shopping, so that we can experience

abundant energy, mental clarity, physical strength, and free-flowing joy.

4. We bring together newly minted technology account executives (AEs) and sales

development representatives (SDRs) new to the world of full-time remote work to
learn from seasoned sales veterans, share best practices, and stay connected with

fellow sales WFH-ers, so that we can organize our days to be as productive as

possible, carve out time for our friends, interests, and the life we want—all while

kicking ass in our careers.

5. I bring together 1960s Ford Mustang enthusiasts to unite around our shared love of

America’s most iconic muscle car and get inspired for our own restoration projects,

so that we can master Mustang restoration and preserve these amazing feats of

engineering for the next generation.

6. We bring together the few, the proud, the beach volleyball players of New Jersey to
find other players, practice skills, and organize tournaments, so that we can all enjoy

our favorite sport that no one seems to think actually exists here.

7. I bring together couples with young children to establish a core set of values and

create healthy rhythms, so we can more completely enjoy our marriage and family,

connect more deeply and with purpose with our kids, and be more productive and

purposeful at work.
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8. We bring together local families learning martial arts to embrace follow-through,

attention to detail, and being happy but never satisfied, so that each of us can take on

any goal we choose with focus and confidence inside and outside the dojo.

9. We bring together mid-career women working in education to define new paths to

career success and educational efficacy, so that we can successfully assume school

leadership roles on our own terms, balance our work with our lives, and set an

example for the women that follow in our footsteps.

10. I bring together people doing the work of emotional healing and growth to develop a

practice of comic sketching and journaling, so that we can better process our

emotions, deepen our self-compassion, and gain a better understanding of ourselves.

11. We bring together empty-nesters to define their personal plan for living the next

30+ years with focus, inspiration, energy, and good health, so we can more effectively

manage our stress, live free of pain and chronic disease, and reconnect our zest for

life.

12. I bring together successful online entrepreneurs seeking to become “extreme” early

risers (4am+) to change their sleep practices, meet other extreme early risers, and set

clear goals for newfound time, so that we can set more ambitious goals with absolute

focus, maximize our productivity, and spend less time working and more time with our

families.

13. I bring together documentary film editors to share thoughts, experiences, and

mastery, so that we can learn together, have more community around solo work, and

redefine what it means to be a successful documentary film editor today.

14. We bring together new parents on leave from their consulting careers to
successfully navigate the return to paid work, so that we can alleviate the stress of

trying to do it alone, excel in our careers, and thrive as moms.

15. I bring together those navigating mental illness to share stories, process experiences,

and gain confidence in our unique situations, so that we can use the power of this

community to help each of us find peace with our daily struggles, surface moments of

joy, and define and focus on our path to impact and perseverance.

16. We bring together seniors struggling to adapt to new technology in a “safe” place to
ask basic questions, share tips, and take online courses, so that we can more

effectively participate in the digital world on our own terms.

17. I bring together creative entrepreneurs to embrace a strong legal foundation for our

businesses, so we can each protect and grow our intellectual property in a supportive

community of peers.
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18. I bring together parents of newborns to learn about what to expect in the first nine

months, so that we can raise happy, healthy babies, maintain adequate self-care, and

lean into the power of community.

19. I bring together professional dog trainers ready to level up their practice to learn

positive reinforcement techniques, so that we can successfully compete in events

and see our dogs become certified companion dogs with a totally different system.

20. I bring together young women in their senior year of high school to submit

admission-worthy applications, win scholarships, and effectively manage their time

and energy, so that they can gain acceptance to their dream schools, reduce the cost

of education, and enjoy all the celebrations of senior year.

21. We bring together sound engineers to develop our skills and experience with live

events, so we can each work on bigger, more exciting events, grow our craft, and

generate more income.

22. We bring together parents of tweens to foster a sense of independence in our

growing children, so that we can set them up for success and make our lives easier in

the process.

23. I bring together hobbyist photographers ready for a new challenge to push each

other toward new forms of expression, so we can each bring beautiful,

thought-provoking visuals to the world.

24. We bring together “DAO curious” entrepreneurs and organizers to understand and

apply the basic framework of DAOs to their use case, so we can usher in new models

of community organizing, shared decision making, and aligned upside.

25. I bring together parents of toddlers to help navigate the “terrible twos,” so that we
can parent with confidence, learn new tools and tricks, and support our kids to

transition through this phase.

26. We bring together financial professionals who are losing their creativity (and

humanity) in a sea of spreadsheets and numbers to define what makes each of us

stand out from the crowd and choose more opportunities that leverage our strengths,

so that we can see our impact, realize our full potential, and, have a ton of fun along

the way!

27. I bring together people leading children's faith formation in Catholic parishes to
become effective and confident bridge builders between the Church and the Hispanic

community, so that we can live out our call to unite Christians.
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28. We bring together medical clinicians to reflect on the journey of becoming a

physician, share stories about our experience, and spark a movement to humanize the

medical profession, so that we can keep our sense of purpose alive, cultivate a

meaningful practice, and bring joy to our lives by nurturing our ability to care for

others.

29. We bring together entrepreneurial bootcamp alumni to inspire and hold each other

accountable in implementing what we've learned, so that we can each bring our

projects to life and make a specific, well-defined impact on the people we serve.

30. I bring together youth ministers to define what it means to be a fantastic youth

minister today, so that we can each make great choices in our lives and careers, and

reach as many people as possible.

31. I bring together dentists and hygienists to shed outdated thinking and develop

wellness-driven dentistry practices, so that we can lead patients to health-centered

treatment decisions, do meaningful work that impacts the longevity and vitality of our

patients, and make money doing the right thing.

32. We bring together client-facing, growth-minded CPA's, tax consultants and

accounting advisors to grow our firms, build referral networks, and implement

technology into our processes, so that we can increase our bottom lines, spend more

time doing what we love, and maximize our impact in our clients' lives.

33. I bring together Anglican and Mainline preachers to attend weekly sermon prep

sessions, and continuing preaching education classes, so that we can preach the

Gospel more effectively, with less stress, more impact, and greater joy.

34. We bring together aspiring IT professionals in the early years of their careers to find

a fit between their strengths and the right role, so that we can get bigger promotions,

hefty raises, more trust and day-to-day flexibility, and ultimately create our IT career

on our own terms.

35. I bring together freelancers, consultants, and solopreneurs to develop a

“value-based” approach in selling and pricing our services, so that we can stop

undercharging with hourly billing, and start value pricing and charge what we're

worth.

36. We bring together educators of Black, Latinx, and Indigenous youth to learn

Equity-Centered Community Design and adapt it to the needs of our classrooms, so
that we can amplify and shift power to young leaders, understand our roles in

designing equitable outcomes, and collectively build education structures to support

social healing.
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37. I bring together professional visual artists to adopt successful business practices

while gaining exhibition experience, so that we can easily connect with collectors, sell

more artwork, and better share our vision and soul with the world.

38. We bring together improv actors from all disciplines to reach their maximum

potential as performers and teachers, so that we can make shows that blow people's

minds and teach courses that share the joy and craft of improv.

39. We bring together students and teachers of Judaism to discover the Infinite Wisdom

of the Torah, enrich our knowledge of Judaism, and go deeper on critical topics of

philosophy and faith, so we can ultimately find peace and energy in our own

understanding of the meaning of life.

40. I bring together self-identified creatives to develop habits and rituals that enable us

to complete our creative work with confidence, so we can be consistently creative,

master ongoing challenges, and ultimately define art and impact on our own terms.

41. We bring together solo female travelers across the world to discover new

destinations and experiences and get the most out of our journeys, so that we can
seize even more moments that open our eyes, minds, hearts and souls, and make us

feel more inspired and connected as humans.

42. I bring together experienced jugglers to explore new skills and techniques, so that
we can improve our craft, derive more satisfaction from our passion, and land more

gigs.

43. I bring together mindset, life, success, and manifestation coaches struggling with

energy and clarity on their purpose to harness community power via monthly themes,

weekly topics, workshops, guest coach training, accountability co-work space

meetups, so that we can more clearly define our impact, purpose, and success.

44. We bring together the ambitious who aspire to take on a leadership position, now or

in the future to learn fundamental leadership skills through our development

program, develop a solid business network of like-minded people through our social

and business events, access immediate help to tackle difficult business problems

through our online community, and receive one on one coaching from seasoned

business executives, so that we can develop leadership skills so solid you can take on

any challenge and have an impact so valuable you can set your own pay.

45. I bring together new graduates and professionals entering the work world to learn a

better way to do resumes, so that we can easily and clearly capture one's work and

education history, navigate our goals and aspirations together, and secure our dream

jobs.
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46. We bring together people with no formal business training who want to become

entrepreneurs to learn the mechanics and mindset of running a sustainable and

profitable business, so that we can support each other, push each other, and define

success on our own terms.

47. I bring together business owners transitioning from corporate or professional

careers to access easy-to-digest, no fluff business strategies with proven results and

raving fans, so that we can build sustainable, wildly successful businesses and enable

the lives we dream of living.

48. We bring together people who are ready to take control of hair pulling

(trichotillomania), skin picking (dermatillomania), and nail biting (onychophagia)

disorders collectively known as Body Focused Repetitive Behaviors (BFRBs) to
shatter the collective shame and take back control of your hands, so we can create

lasting healthier lifestyles, and celebrate with others on the same journey of hope and

healing.

49. We bring together early to mid-career architects to build a solid foundation of

networking, master our skills through guest expert sessions, and seize step-by-step

courses to learn the dynamics we didn’t learn in school, so that we can continually

improve our technical and leadership skills, while building strong relationships with

others in our field.

50. I bring together first time English learners excited to invest in their personal

development to overcome speaking fears in a supportive community of daily

conversations, meeting and practicing English with like-minded individuals, and

navigating challenges together, so that we can interact safely in English with anyone,

at any time anywhere in the world.

51. We bring together people planning for retirement to weigh options and make good,

well-informed decisions about life after work, so we can each realize our goals, enter

our retirement years anxiety-free, and live our lives to the fullest.
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Want the rest of Community Design™ ?
With the Community Design™ Framework, you can build

a community so valuable you can charge for it,
and so well-designed it essentially runs itself.

Join the Community Design™ Launch Accelerator today.
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